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A computer model of the auditory periphery is used to study the involvement of auditory-nerve
~AN! adaptation in forward-masking effects. An existing model is shown to simulate published AN
recovery functions both qualitatively and quantitatively after appropriate parameter adjustments. It
also simulates published data showing only small threshold shifts when a psychophysical
forward-masking paradigm is applied to AN responses. The model is extended to simulate a simple
but physiologically plausible mechanism for making threshold decisions based on coincidental
firing of a number of AN fibers. When this is used, much larger threshold shifts are observed of a
size consistent with published psychophysical observations. The problem of how stimulus-driven
firing can be distinguished from spontaneous activity near threshold is also addressed by the same
decision mechanism. Overall, the modeling results suggest that poststimulatory reductions in AN
activity can make a substantial contribution to the raised thresholds observed in many
psychophysical studies of forward masking. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1893426#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In physiological experiments, the responsiveness of
auditory nerve ~AN! is reduced immediately following
acoustic stimulation. In psychophysical experiments, thre
olds are temporarily raised following similar acoustic stim
lation. In both cases, the changes depend on the level an
duration of the preceding stimulation. Recovery, in bo
cases, occurs over a period lasting more than 100 ms. T
superficial similarities suggest that the two phenomena m
be linked. Indeed, both physiologists and psychophysic
use the same term, ‘‘forward masking,’’ to describe the
spective phenomena.1

However, Relkin and Turner~1988! have indicated the
potential for confusion inherent in an uncritical equation
the two phenomena. They point out that a reduction in ph
ological response is not the same thing as an increas
perceptual threshold, and that different measurement m
ods are involved in their respective estimation. When th
attempted to apply psychophysical threshold estimation te
niques to single-fiber AN observations, they found that
poststimulatory reduction in threshold was considerably l
than that seen in human psychophysics. They concluded
the increase in psychophysical thresholds must occur late
the processing system. Specifically, they claim that the n
vous system does not use an optimum decision strateg
evaluate the information present in the AN response.

A number of physiological processes have been p
posed as possible contributors to psychophysical forw
masking. These include peripheral frequency selectiv
~Duifhuis, 1973!, adaptation in the auditory nerve~Smith,
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1977, 1979!, efferent inhibitory processes~Shore, 1998!, and
persistence of neural activity~for example, Plomp, 1964
Moore et al., 1988!. See Oxenham~2001! for a brief, recent
overview of the issues. It is not intended, in this study,
decide between these alternatives because all are likel
make some contribution. In any case, as Oxenham~2001!
has shown, it is difficult to separate their relative contrib
tions experimentally. However, the Relkin and Turner~1988!
study and another similarly motivated study~Turner et al.,
1994! could create the impression that forward masking d
not have its origin in adaptation in the AN. This conclusio
goes beyond what is warranted by the data, and it is
purpose of the present study to use computational method
investigate the matter further.

The study employs an already-published model of
mammalian auditory periphery to simulate AN respons
with appropriate poststimulatory adaptation and recov
characteristics. It will be demonstrated that the model is
propriate for the purposes of the investigation by show
that it can be tuned to simulate observations of depres
and recovery of the chinchilla AN response following stim
lation ~Harris and Dallos, 1979!. It will also be shown that
the model can be used to replicate the findings of Relkin
Turner ~1988! referred to above. Finally, a simpl
coincidence-detection mechanism mimicking the respons
a first-order neuron in the cochlear nucleus will be model
When this takes as its input the combined response of a s
number of AN fibers, it will be demonstrated that substan
increases in threshold do occur. These increases are co
erably greater than those seen in Relkin and Turner’s st
and comparable to those seen in psychophysical studies

The coincidence-detection mechanism is proposed a
solution to a more general problem in auditory physiolo

ss:
,
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concerning how the nervous system distinguishes betw
spontaneous AN activity and activity driven by acous
stimulation. While it is natural to believe that the syste
does this by detecting an increase in the average firing ra
individual auditory-nerve fibers, the physiological mech
nism underlying this kind of detection strategy remains pr
lematic. For example, Relkin and Turner’s decision-mak
process implies that the system works by establishing a
ning count of action potentials~APs! and assesses its signifi
cance in association with an expected mean and varia
associated with spontaneous firing rate. This optimal d
sion method is difficult to implement directly in terms of th
known anatomy and physiology of the auditory nervous s
tem because it requires secondary mechanisms to esti
and deploy running estimates of these two statistical qua
ties. This is difficult to describe in terms of the operation
nerve fibers and nerve cells. However, ‘‘coincidenc
detection’’ is a simple alternative that achieves the same
jective.

Spontaneous activity in one AN fiber is uncorrelat
with that in other fibers. As a consequence, the occurrenc
near-simultaneous APs is relatively rare in a small group
fibers such as might innervate a single cell in the coch
nucleus. However, when APs are driven by acoustic stim
tion, the overall firing rate will increase and the number
near-simultaneous events will also increase. Coincidenta
ing will also be more probable near the onset of the stim
lation because similar AN fibers will have similar first-spik
latencies~Heil and Neubauer, 2001!. In the case of low-
frequency sounds, phase locking to the stimulus will furth
increase the amount of coincidental activity. On all thr
counts, coincidental firing is expected to be greater follow
acoustic stimulation than in silence. If a cell in the cochle
nucleus responds only to coincidental firing of AN fibers,
will respond almost exclusively to acoustic stimulation a
only very rarely to spontaneous activity in the AN fiber
This system is consistent with the architecture of the audit
brainstem, where neurons integrate information acros
number of input fibers when generating responses.

After a description of the model, this account is divid
into three sections, each describing a different evaluation
the model. First, the recovery of the response of the mo
after stimulation is compared with the data of Harris a
Dallos ~1979!. Second, the model is used to replicate t
study of Relkin and Turner~1988!. Third, the coincidence
detection mechanism is introduced and the model is ev
ated using thresholds obtained using a forward mask
paradigm~Jesteadtet al., 1982!.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The computer model of the mammalian auditory perip
ery to be used in this evaluation was presented by Sum
et al. ~2002, 2003a, 2003b! for the guinea pig auditory pe
riphery. Exactly the same model is used except where s
cifically indicated. This model consists of a chain of separ
modules representing, respectively, the pre-emphasis filte
of the outer/middle ear, the vibration of the basilar me
brane, the inner hair cell~IHC! receptor potential, IHC/AN
synaptic activity, and AN activity. This model is capable
3788 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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simulating a wide range of physiological measurements
has not yet been evaluated in the context of recovery follo
ing stimulation. A full account of the model will not be re
peated here and the reader is referred to the descript
given by Sumneret al. Parameters for the model can b
found in Sumneret al. ~2002, Tables I2 and II; 2003b, Table
I!. The parameters for high, medium, and low spontane
rate ~HSR, MSR, and LSR! fibers are taken from Sumne
et al. ~2003b, Table I!. The original model was tuned usin
guinea pig data, but the simulations to be described invo
using chinchilla and human data. The assumption is m
that the underlying processes are the same as far as
present purposes are concerned for all these species.

A. Middle-ear filtering

Middle-ear filtering is modeled by two cascaded line
bandpass Butterworth filters. One filter is second order, w
lower and upper cutoffs of 4 and 25 kHz. The second
third-order and has lower and upper cutoffs of 0.7 and
kHz. A scaling factor is used to convert sound pressure
realistic stapes velocities~see the changed parameters b
low!.

B. Mechanical filtering

A dual-resonance nonlinear~DRNL! filter is used to
simulate the mechanical bandpass filtering of the bas
membrane~BM! in the cochlea. The construction and pro
erties of the DRNL filter have been described in detail el
where ~Meddis et al., 2001; Sumneret al., 2003b!. The
DRNL filter consists of two pathways, one linear and t
other nonlinear. The signals at the output of the two pa
ways are combined by simple summation to produce the
ter output. Each pathway consists of a cascade of a num
of first-order gammatone filters~Pattersonet al., 1988! and a
cascade of second-order Butterworth low-pass filters.

In the nonlinear pathway, a compression function is
cated in the middle of the cascade of four gammatone fil
between the second and third filter. The linear pathway c
sists of a cascade of three gammatone filters but does
contain nonlinearity. It has a center frequency that is diff
ent from that of the linear path; this contributes asymme
to the overall filter function. Additional low-pass filters ar
also employed to improve the fit to animal data. The shap
the bandpass filters is not critical to this study because
stimuli to be used are all at the same frequency, and the
frequency of the filter was always set at the frequency of
stimulus. However, the nonlinear compression will affect t
pattern of growth of forward masking at high masker leve

C. Inner hair cell „IHC… receptor potential

The process of mechanical to electrical transduction
simulated by a model of the IHC receptor potential that co
verts BM velocity to IHC receptor potential through the d
flection of the IHC stereocilia.

The receptor potential controls the rate of calcium infl
into the cell at the synapse. The calcium is accumulated
leaky integrator, and the instantaneous level of calcium c
trols the rate of transmitter release. In the model, the diff
R. Meddis and L. P. O’Mard: Computer model of forward masking
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ences between fiber types~HSR, MSR, and LSR! are the
result of different rates of influx of calcium into the presy
aptic sites. HSR sites have a faster rate of influx and co
spondingly higher spontaneous release rates. The rate o
cium influx into the IHC for a given receptor potential
specified by two parameters: the maximum rate of infl
GCamax, and a threshold parameter,GCathr . These param-
eters are unchanged from Sumneret al. ~2003b, Table I!.

D. IHC synapse

In this study, the IHC/AN synapse is of particular inte
est. The depression of response following a masker is
sumed to result from a depletion of available transmitter s
stance~Smith, 1977, 1979!. Figure 1 illustrates how the
model handles the flow of transmitter. A small number,q(t),
of vesicles of transmitter is held in a presynaptic store. E
vesicle has an equal probability,k(t)d(t), of being released
in a single epoch of durationdt. k(t) is a function of the
accumulated presynaptic calcium.

When transmitter is released into the cleft, the amoun
presynaptic transmitter,q(t), necessarily falls and the likeli
hood of further release events is reduced proportionately;
model is said to have ‘‘adapted.’’ Transmitter material is
cycled as follows. Reuptake into the cell occurs at a r
rc(t), wherec(t) is the amount of transmitter in the synapt
cleft andr is the rate of reuptake of transmitter into the ce
Some transmitter is lost from the cleft at a ratelc(t), where
l is the rate of loss of transmitter from the cleft. After r
uptake, transmitter material is reprocessed and returne
the available presynaptic pool at a ratexw(t), wherew(t) is
the amount of material in the reprocessing store andx is the
rate at which transmitter is returned from the reprocess
store to the pre-synaptic available store. The loss of trans
ter material from the cleft is slowly compensated by a repl
ishment mechanism that supplies new transmitter at a
y@M -q(t)#, whereM is maximum capacity of the availabl
store andy is the rate at which new transmitter is ma
available. Transfer of vesicles in and out of the presyna
store is a quantal stochastic processN(n,r), where each ofn
possible events has an equal probability,rdt, of occurring in

FIG. 1. Flow of transmitter in a model of the Inner hair cell/auditory-ner
synapse. See the text for full description.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005 R. M
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a single simulation epoch. The flow of transmitter is spe
fied by the following differential equations:

dq~ t !/dt5N@w~ t !,x#1N~@M -q~ t !#,y!

2N@q~ t !,k~ t !#, ~1!

dc~ t !/dt5N@q~ t !,k~ t !#2 lc~ t !2rc~ t !, ~2!

dw~ t !/dt5rc~ t !2N@w~ t !,x#. ~3!

After prolonged and intense stimulation, the available st
can become completely depleted. If forward masking
partly explained by depletion of neurotransmitter at t
IHC/AN synapse, the time course of recovery from forwa
masking will be partly governed by the rate at which t
store of available transmitter is refilled. Recovery fro
depletion takes place only through the reprocessing and
plenishment routes. As a consequence, parametersx and y
are important determinants of the rate of recovery. These
parameters of the model will be adjusted below to ma
recovery measurements made in the AN.

E. AN response

An action potential is deemed to occur when one
more vesicles are released into the synaptic cleft so lon
the postsynaptic AN fiber is not already in a refractory sta
An absolute refractory state follows an action potential a
lasts for 0.75 ms and the exponential recovery of respons
ness following the relative refractory period has a time co
stant of 0.6 ms.

The response of the fiber can be evaluated either a
probability of firing ~probabilistic mode! or by generating
individual spike events using a random number genera
~stochastic mode!. The former is much quicker to comput
and will be used for exploring AN recovery from adaptatio
~Sec. III!. However, for threshold measurements~Secs. IV
and V!, the model is evaluated in stochastic mode.

F. Model implementation

The model was evaluated at an update rate of 100 k
It was implemented using the Development System for A
ditory Modelling ~DSAM!, a library of computer modules
simulating each of the stages of the auditory model descri
above. The software used in this study is available on
Worldwide Web at http://www.essex.ac.uk/psycholog
hearinglab/

G. Parameter changes

The scaling factor in the middle-ear simulation w
changed from its previous value of 1.4E210 to 6E
210 m/s/mPa. This increases the middle-ear gain by 12.6
relative to the previous value and gives AN rate-level fun
tions with similar thresholds to those given in Harris a
Dallos ~see Fig. 2!.

Two IHC/AN synapse parameters were altered to g
an improved fit to the chinchilla forward-masking data r
ported by Harris and Dallos~1972!. The rate of transmitter
replenishment,y, was reduced from 10 to 3 vesicles/s and t
reprocessing rate,x, was reduced from 66 to 30 vesicles/
3789eddis and L. P. O’Mard: Computer model of forward masking
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These changes had little effect on the previously publis
properties of the model except for a slowing in the tim
constant of short-term adaptation from 80 to 120 ms. Thi
longer than that reported for the gerbil by Westerman~1985!,
but consistent with reports by Smith~1979! in gerbil and
Yates et al. ~1985! in guinea pig. Chimento and Schrein
~1990! report adaptation time constants of 125~652! ms in
cat. The model short-term adaptation was measured sta
20 ms after the stimulus onset. Yateset al. ~1985! claim to
have seen an association between the rate of adaptation
the rate of recovery in their observations. This would
consistent with the change observed in the model. Unfo
nately, they do not supply any quantitative description of t
effect.

III. EVALUATION: AN RECOVERY FROM ADAPTATION

The model was evaluated using a forward-masking pa
digm and the same stimuli as those described in Harris
Dallos ~1979!. Except where stated, the stimulus charact
istics were as follows. All maskers and probes were p
tones presented at BF~5750 Hz!. Stimulus durations were
100 ms for maskers and 15 ms for probes. The gaps betw
masker and probe were 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and 300
Both masker and probe had a rise and fall time of 1 ms us
a raised-cosine ramp function. The response to the probe
measured as the total number of spikes observed during
presentation of the probe after allowing for the latency of
response.

A. Rate-level functions

Model rate-level functions for BF tones of 6 kHz a
given in Fig. 2. The rate-level functions show adapted ra
based on the last 50 ms of the response to the 100-ms ma
tones. Functions were measured for three fiber types, H
MSR, and LSR. The rate-level functions for the MSR fib
were used to establish the best setting for the stapes
parameter~see Sec. II G! using a comparison with a singl
chinchilla fiber given by Harris and Dallos~1979, Fig. 9!.

B. Response recovery

Figure 3 illustrates the response of the model to
forward-masking paradigm. The response to the probe
creases as the gap between the masker and the probe w
Figure 4 quantifies this effect for all three types of fiber a

FIG. 2. Rate/level function for model HSR, MSR, and LSR fibers. T
dashed line shows a chinchilla rate-level function taken from Harris
Dallos ~1979, Fig. 9!. Their function is normalized to the rate response
the model MSR fiber at 60 dB SPL.
3790 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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a range of masker levels. An example of the data from Ha
and Dallos is also given for comparison purposes. Recov
functions based on previously published parameters w
found to be too fast~not shown! and the reprocessing an
replenishment rates have been adjusted as described to g
more acceptable quantitative fit~see below! to the animal
data.

For model HSR fibers, the depression in response
short masker–probe gaps increases over a narrow rang
masker levels. For MSR and LSR fibers, this range is c
siderably greater. Harris and Dallos also found that the
pression in responding ceases to grow at some high ma
level that is normally the same as the level at which
rate-level function saturates. This possibility was examin
in the model. Figure 5 compares the rate-level function
each fiber with the depression of response to the probe
mediately after the masker. Both sets of data are normal
between 0~minimum response! and 1~maximum response!.
The functions are closely matched for all three types of
bers.

Longer maskers were shown by Harris and Dallos
give rise to a greater depression in probe response
shorter maskers. Figure 6 summarizes the response o
three model fiber types to maskers of different durations.
three model fiber types show the expected effect.

C. Rate of recovery

At low masker levels, Harris and Dallos found that r
covery could be described by a simple exponential recov

d

FIG. 3. PSTH response of a model HSR fiber at a range of differ
masker–probe gaps~ms, indicated in the figure!. Masker and probes are a
presented at 20 dB above threshold. For this illustration, the model
evaluated in stochastic mode.
R. Meddis and L. P. O’Mard: Computer model of forward masking
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FIG. 4. Response to the probe follow
ing stimulation as a function of the
masker–probe gap for differen
masker levels~indicated!. All levels
are relative to the rate threshold. Re
sponse magnitude is the total numb
of spikes during the presentation of th
probe normalized to the probe re
sponse measured in the absence o
masker. Continuous lines are double
exponential functions fit to guinea pig
and model fiber data. The function fit
ted to each data set has the form
2a exp(2t/ta)2b exp(2t/tb). The pa-
rameters used in the fitting process a
shown in Table I.~A! Data from Harris
and Dallos~1979, Fig. 10, median of
37 fibers!. ~B!–~D! Model response
~HSR, MSR, and LSR fibers, respec
tively!.
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function, 12a exp(2t/t), wheret is the time since the offse
of the masker. However, for more intense masker leve
simple exponential recovery function was a poor fit. Har
and Dallos assumed that the rate of recovery was chan
during recovery. Accordingly, they employed different exp
nential fits to their data for short gaps~,50 ms! and long
gaps. Using this approach at higher masker levels, it
necessary to specify short recovery time constants~30 to 70
ms! for the early part of the recovery, but long recovery tim
constants~30 to 290 ms! towards the end of recovery. Also
longer time constants were required to fit the recovery
lowing higher level maskers.

A reanalysis of their chinchilla data~their Fig. 10! based
on the median thresholds of 37 fibers was carried out
showed that a double exponential recovery process
2a exp(2t/ta)2bexp(2t/tb) gives a good account of the
data without the need to change the time constants eithe
a function of time or masker intensity. The fit to their data
shown in Fig. 4~A! ~continuous lines! and the numerical val-
ues of the parameters are shown in Table I. The anal
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005 R. M
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as
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indicates that two time constants~40 and 280 ms! character-
ize all the data in the figure so long as the coefficientsa and
b are allowed to vary as a function of masker level. A go
fit using a double-exponential recovery process might m
that two separate recovery functions are at work. If so
makes the animal data qualitatively consistent with
model which has two recovery processes~reprocessing and
replenishment!.

The model responses are described using the same f
tion @Figs. 4~B!–~D!, Table I#. The slow recovery time con
stant is substantially shorter~158 ms! for model HSR fibers
than for both MSR and LSR fibers~228 ms!. It is, therefore,
a prediction of the model that LSR fibers will recover mo
slowly given comparable stimulation. Note that all thr
model fiber types have the same reprocessing and reple
ment rate parameters. The between-fiber differences in
observed time constants are a consequence of the diffe
rates of calcium influx into the cells; this is the only diffe
ence in the model between fiber types.

Despite the parameter changes, the model recover
e
SPL
FIG. 5. Comparison of rate-level function and extent of the depression in the response to the probe at the shortest~1-ms! masker–probe gap. All data ar
normalized between 0~minimum response! and 1~maximum response!. The LSR did not saturate and the data were normalized to the maximum at 90 dB
~not shown!.
3791eddis and L. P. O’Mard: Computer model of forward masking
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FIG. 6. Normalized recovery functions for HSR, MSR, and LSR fibers as a function of maskerduration. Both maskers and probes are 20 dB above r
threshold for the individual fiber. Masker durations~ms! are indicated.
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still somewhat faster than the median data of Harris and D
los. Recovery can be slowed further by reducing the val
of parametersx and y. However, the slower reprocessin
leads to reduced firing rates and a rebalancing of many
rameters is required to re-establish typical AN fiber functio
The difference between the model performance and the
mal data is small enough to justify keeping the other para
eters as previously published in the interest of simplicity a
transparency. Certainly, the model recovery functions
well within the range of functions illustrated in Harris an
Dallos’ report, some of which show recovery faster than
model.

D. Recovery of spontaneous rate

Harris and Dallos demonstrated that the time course
recovery from forward masking runs parallel to the recov
of spontaneous activity after stimulation. In the model, b
functions are dependent on amounts of transmitter in

TABLE I. Coefficients and time constants used to generate the best-fit f
tions in Fig. 4. The time constants are constrained to be thesamefor a given
data set irrespective of masker level. Coefficientsa and b are allowed to
vary. They represent the relative contribution of reprocessing and reple
ment respectively for a particular masker level.

Masker level

110 120 130 140 160

Chinchilla
a 0.20 0.52 0.52 0.53 0.35
ta 0.04
b 0.00 0.00 0.19 0.27 0.51
tb 0.28

HSR
a 0.06 0.23 0.28 0.29 0.31
ta 0.016
b 0.06 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.23
tb 0.158

MSR
a 0.11 0.25 0.27 0.29 0.34
ta 0.030
b 0.06 0.22 0.26 0.28 0.36
tb 0.227

LSR
a 0.14 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.33
ta 0.035
b 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.37
tb 0.228
3792 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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available presynaptic store and therefore both are expecte
recover at the same rate. Figure 7~A! shows the recovery o
spontaneous activity in the HSR model fiber following
masker tone whose level is 20 dB above threshold. Fig
7~B! systematically compares the recovery of spontane
activity with the recovery of the response to a probe of
same level as the masker. Spontaneous recovery was
sured using probe-width windows positioned where
probe would be when using a forward-masking paradig
The two functions are virtually identical.

IV. EVALUATION; AN THRESHOLD INCREASE

Relkin and Turner~1988! estimated threshold change
following stimulation using a measurement paradigm~Rel-
kin and Pelli, 1987! that was chosen to be as similar
possible to the psychophysical two-alternative forced cho
~2AFC! methodology normally used in behavioral thresho
measurements. Two intervals were used. One containe
masker followed by a probe~‘‘probe’’ condition!, while the
other contained the masker alone~‘‘no-probe’’ condition! as
shown in Fig. 8~A!. They counted the number of spikes o
served in single chinchilla AN fibers both to the probe in t
probe condition and to a corresponding time window in t
no-probe condition. A comparison of the two responses w
made and the level of the probe adjusted on the basis of
result of the comparison. The interval containing the grea
number of spikes was chosen as the interval deemed to
tain the probe. The decision to increase or decrease p
level in the adaptive procedure was based on four trials
the total number of correct detections of the probe was th
or more, the level was decreased. Otherwise it was increa
Using this procedure, the average probe level converge
the level for which the probability of a correct detection
0.66.

This approach allows a direct comparison betwe
threshold shifts obtained using AN response and those
served in psychophysical experiments. They found that
threshold shifts were substantially smaller than behavio
threshold shifts. For HSR fibers, threshold shifts using
most intense maskers were in the region of 3–20 dB, wh
for LSR fibers the shifts were between 8 and 21 dB. Th
are considerably smaller than the maximum shifts obser
in human listeners using similar stimuli, sometimes as la
as 70 dB~Widin and Viemeister, 1979!.

c-

h-
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FIG. 7. Relationship between recovery of spontaneous rate and recovery from forward masking in the model HSR fiber. All rates are normalized too
minimum and unit maximum.~A! PSTH of a model HSR fiber in response to a 100-ms masker presented at 20 dB above rate threshold evaluated in
mode.~B! Recovery of spontaneous rate following the same masker~no probe! compared with the recovery of the probe response~evaluated in probabilistic
mode!.
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Their experimental paradigm was replicated as clos
as possible using the computer model of the auditory per
ery described above. No changes were made to any of
parameters of the model. The masker was a 102-ms BF
and the probe was a 25-ms BF tone. Both tone durati
included 2-ms cosine-squared onset and offset ramps
were presented at 5 kHz. The total duration of each inte
was 0.4 s. There was no gap between the masker and
probe. Thresholds were estimated for masker levels betw
210 and 80 dB SPL in steps of 5 dB. The probe stimu
was initially set to 50 dB SPL and changed in steps of 5
for six reversals. The probe was then adjusted in steps o
dB for 14 more reversals. On successive trials the level of

FIG. 8. Simulation of an experiment of Relkin and Turner~1988, Fig. 5!.
~A! Stimuli were presented in two intervals. Both intervals contained
masker but only the second interval contained a probe. The observ
windows used for counting spikes in both intervals are shown as ver
dotted lines.~B! Chinchilla thresholds for two example fibers as a functi
of masker level; redrawn from Relkin and Turner~1988!. ~C!, ~D! Model
thresholds as a function of masker levels for an HSR and an LSR fiber. E
threshold estimate is the mean of five trials.
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probe stimulus was increased or decreased according to
principles described above. Threshold was then estimate
the mean of the last 12 reversals. Thresholds were avera
over five blocks of trials. The number of APs recorded d
ing the probe presentation was typically small~,5! and ties
often occurred between probe and no-probe conditio
When this happened a random choice was made betwee
two intervals.

Thresholds as a function of masker level are shown
Figs. 8~C! and ~D!. Probe thresholds increase with mask
level. The model HSR fiber showed an 18-dB shift, while t
results of Relkin and Turner@Fig. 8~B!# for two selected
fibers indicate a smaller expected threshold shift of about
dB for a fiber with a spontaneous rate of 60 spikes/s~their
Fig. 6!. The discrepancy is well within the variation amon
animal fibers.

The model LSR fiber@Fig. 8~D!# shows a maximum
25-dB threshold shift, which is comparable with the 20-d
shift for the chinchilla LSR fiber. However, the rise in th
model function is shifted to the right relative to the chinchi
data @Fig. 8~B!, white squares#. The model LSR shows no
threshold shift below 20 dB SPL and does not saturate
high masker levels. This is what we would expect of a ty
cal LSR fiber. Relkin and Turner’s data, on the other ha
show unexpected increases in masking for low-level mask
~,20 dB SPL!. They claim in their report that probe thresh
olds ~expressed as a function of masker level! closely follow
the rate-level function in most of their fibers. Normally LS
fibers have high thresholds and the rise in masking sho
therefore, occur only at high masker levels~.30 dB SPL!.
Unfortunately, the corresponding chinchilla rate-level fun
tion is not illustrated in their report. If the animal LSR func
tion is shifted to the right by 30 dB, the discrepancy betwe
the animal and model data would largely disappear. For
reason, the difference is not regarded as serious.

The response of the model is consistent with Relkin a
Turner’s observations in two important respects. The patt
of threshold shifts across masker levels is consistent wit
fiber’s rate-level function and the overall shifts in thresho
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are too small to serve as an explanation of the large sh
routinely observed in human psychophysical studies.

V. EVALUATION; PSYCHOPHYSICAL FORWARD
MASKING

A. Detection mechanism

The aim of the study is to determine whether AN reco
ery following stimulation as observed in animals can h
explain psychophysical forward-masking data in huma
Relkin and Turner’s results indicate that an optimal proces
attached to a single AN fiber would produce only sm
threshold shifts in a psychophysical forward-masking exp
ment. These shifts are too small to explain the large sh
observed in studies with human listeners. Relkin and Tur
suggest that some kind of suboptimal processing must fol
the auditory nerve. Of course, this could occur at any la
stage in the auditory nervous system. The evaluation to
described considers the possibility that the large thresh
shifts occur at the first auditory synapse after the AN.

The detection method relates to the general questio
what kind of post-AN processing might be involved in th
detection of an acoustic signal near threshold. At pres
there is no generally accepted answer to this important q
tion. One common view is that signals are detected when
firing rate of an AN fiber increases above spontaneous ac
ity. While this may be true, it does not say how that decis
is made in terms of physiological structures. The solut
proposed below is that small groups of AN fibers conve
on single units in the cochlear nucleus~CN! and a ‘‘hit’’
decision is made when a number of these respond ne
simultaneously and cause the CN unit to respond with
action potential of its own. This requirement of nea
simultaneity is not the same as the spike count across the
stimulus duration as measured by Relkin and Turner. O
spikes that occur very close together in time influence
output of the detector; other spikes are ignored.

The requirement of near-simultaneous firing has the u
ful consequence of making the system relatively insensi
to spontaneous activity. Spontaneous activity is uncorrela
across fibers, and the probability of coincidental firi
across, say, three or more fibers is very low, especially if
coincidence window is narrow. The proposal also meets
‘‘suboptimal’’ requirement of Relkin and Turner in the sen
that not all the information present in the AN response
used in the decision; only near-simultaneous spikes influe
the decision. A third attraction of this approach is that it
physiologically plausible. AN fibers converge on cells in t
cochlear nucleus and all CN cell types receive inputs from
number of fibers. It is highly likely that some of these ce
require near-simultaneous AP inputs from a number of fib
before the cell responds with its own AP~Ferragamoet al.,
1998 in multipolar cells; Goldinget al., 1995 in octopus
cells!.

The model to be evaluated specifies a fixed numbe
AN fibers converging on a single CN unit that only respon
when a minimum number of AN spikes occur within a wi
dow of specified width. For example, a group of 10 AN un
might be required to produce a minimum of 4 spikes with
3794 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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a time window of 0.5 ms. In operational terms, this sche
could be evaluated by combining the output of the 10 fib
into a single post stimulus time histogram~PSTH! with 0.5-
ms-wide bins. If any one of these bins contains more tha
spikes, the system makes a ‘‘stimulus present’’ decision
the forward-masking paradigm, the stimulus present decis
is made if the criterion is exceeded during the time that
probe was presented. It is assumed that the model kn
how to ignore events before and after the probe.

Once the number of AN fibers is specified, it is nece
sary to set the decision criterion value. This process is ill
trated in Fig. 9~A!, which shows the PSTH of 10 model HS
fibers during a single presentation of a 2AFC forwar
masking paradigm stimulus. In this case the maskers w
switched off and the only stimulation is a 25-dB SPL pro
near the end of the second interval. Most of the activity
the PSTH is therefore spontaneous, and it can be seen
the criterion of.3 spikes/bin is not exceeded during th
example of spontaneous activity. Assuming that the ideal
terion is one that is as low as possible while not subjec
frequent false alarms, we may set the criterion to ‘‘.3
spikes’’ before a stimulus present decision is made.

This is only a crude representation of how a CN u
might respond. However, this simple arrangement is eno
to illustrate the general principle involved without the di
traction of further neural modeling. The number of fibers a
the PSTH binwidth~0.5 ms! used in the evaluation ar
speculative but reflect a physiological scale. The criterion
.3 spikes is consistent with numbers suggested by F
ragamoet al. ~1998! in their in vitro study of the response o
T-stellate projection neurons in CN. Their data indicate t
the number of convergent inputs may be very small and t
show examples of units driven to respond with as few as f
or five simultaneous AP inputs.

B. Model evaluation

In the evaluation to be described, the stimulus para
eters were chosen to simulate a study of psychophysical
ward masking by Jesteadtet al. ~1982! using a 2AFC para-
digm ~Leavitt, 1971! with a decision rule that estimated th
signal level required for 70.7% correct performance. T
evaluation aims to simulate a subset of their results@see Fig.
9~C!#. The masker and probe stimuli were presented a
frequency of 4 kHz. The masker was 300 ms and the pr
was 20 ms in duration. The duration of both masker a
probe included 10-ms onset and offset cosine-squared ra
When evaluating the model, the stimulus consisted of t
successive 500-ms intervals; the first contained the ma
with no probe and the second contained the masker follow
by the probe.

The model parameters are unchanged from the prev
evaluation. An example of the response of the model to
2AFC stimuli with maskers at 80 dB SPL is given in Fi
9~B!. The model’s task was to choose the interval that c
tained the probe. In each interval, a positive detection w
made if any PSTH bin contained an above-criterion num
of spikes during the probe-presentation window. A separ
decision was made for each interval as to whether a pr
was detected. If only one interval gave a detection decis
R. Meddis and L. P. O’Mard: Computer model of forward masking
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FIG. 9. Forward masking.~A! Setting the criterion for the detection of a stimulus. The PSTH is the response of 10 HSR fibers to a single presentatio
two intervals. The maskers are switched off to observe spontaneous activity. The raised activity towards the end of the PSTH is the response to aSPL
probe tone. Vertical dotted lines indicate the no-probe and probe locations for the two measurement intervals. The criterion~dashed horizontal line! is set at
a level that is rarely exceeded during spontaneous activity.~B! An example of a detection decision based on the PSTH. The maskers and probe are b
dB SPL. The criterion is exceeded during the second~probe! interval and the probe is detected. No detection event occurs during the first~no probe! interval.
The model decision is that the probe occurred in the second interval.~C! Psychophysical forward masking data redrawn from Jesteadtet al. ~1982! showing
the threshold shift relative to the probe threshold in the absence of a masker at four different masker levels.~D!, ~E! Model forward masking using four maske
levels and four masker–probe gaps. Threshold shifts are the difference between ‘‘threshold after a masker’’ and ‘‘threshold without a masker.’’~D! Using 12
HSR fibers and a criterion of.3 spikes per 0.5 ms bin.~E! Using 12 LSR fibers and a criterion of.1 spike per 0.5 ms bin.
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that interval was chosen. If neither or both intervals signa
a detection, a random choice was made. Unmasked thr
olds were estimated on the basis of 16 trials. All thresho
are quoted as shifts relative to the unmasked threshold.

In the first version, the model consists exclusively of
identical HSR fibers evaluated in stochastic mode. The
sults are shown in Fig. 9~D!. Thresholds rise substantially a
short masker probe gaps, especially when high level mas
are used. Up to 70 dB of masking can be seen in the res
This masking is considerably greater than the threshold
crease obtained when simulating the experiment of Re
and Turner~,10 dB!. It is larger than the maximum maskin
of Jesteadtet al. but consistent with that found elsewhere
the psychophysical studies~for example, Widin and Viemeis
ter, 1979!. Figure 9~E! shows the masking to be expecte
from the model if an LSR fiber is used. Because of the l
spontaneous rate of firing, the criterion was reduced to.1.
Much less masking is present for this fiber type at sh
masker–probe gaps.

While the new coincidence-detection method for me
suring thresholds yields large threshold shifts, the thresh
functions for both the HSR and LSR fibers are qualitativ
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005 R. M
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different from those of Jesteadtet al. The masking recovery
slopes are too steep for the HSR fiber and too shallow for
LSR fiber. However, further parameter manipulation
search of a perfect match between model and psychophy
data may not be appropriate. There are a range of rea
why the model and the human data may not match exac
The number of fibers and combinations of fiber types may
different. In reality it is likely that the decision involve
many CN units. The rate of recovery of available transmit
may be different in humans from chinchillas. The amount
BM compression may also be different between humans
the guinea pig on which the model function is based. T
slopes of the functions shown in Fig. 9 are strongly infl
enced by the amount of compression occurring in the
chlea. The greater the compression, the wider the spacin
the thresholds at the shortest gaps and the steeper the r
ery slopes. The modeler could take advantage of any of th
numerous possibilities to produce a better fit, but it is dou
ful whether this would serve a useful purpose and will not
pursued here. The main point to be made is that the simu
neity criterion has introduced more masking than is obser
in systems based on AN spike counts.
3795eddis and L. P. O’Mard: Computer model of forward masking



FIG. 10. Parameter manipulations that affect the shape of the forward-masking functions~mean of 10 trials!. ~A! Forward masking with a combination of 10
HSR and 10 LSR fibers and using a criterion of.3 spikes per bin.~B! As ~A! with a slower replenishment rate (y51.5). ~C! As ~B! with 15 HSR and 15
LSR fibers.
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Nevertheless, it is relevant to note how parame
changes influence the masking functions. Figure 10~A!
shows the response of a mixture of 10 HSR and 10 L
fibers. Adding LSR fibers reduces the slope of the functio
because the LSR fibers contribute to lower thresholds
shorter masker–probe gaps. However, the functions still c
verge at the longest gap and this is not a feature of the
chophysical data. If the replenishment rate is slowed fr
y53 to y51.5, thresholds rise, the slopes are more shall
and recovery is clearly not complete after 40 ms@Fig.
10~B!#. When the number of fibers is increased to 15, thre
old shifts are reduced for all observations.

VI. DISCUSSION

The AN model of Sumneret al. ~2002, 2003a, and
2003b! has been shown to be able to simulate the forwa
masking functions of auditory-nerve fibers as measured
Harris and Dallos~1979!. The simulations became bot
quantitatively and qualitatively accurate after only min
changes to the value of the reprocessing and replenishm
parameters. The parameter changes do not adversely di
previously established properties of the model response.
time course of short-term adaptation is made slower but
mains consistent with published animal data. Future w
using the models described in Sumneret al.will benefit from
the use of lower rates of reprocessing and replenishmen

The success of the modeling work is consistent with
idea that two separate processes~fast and slow—
‘‘reprocessing’’ and ‘‘replenishment’’! are involved in the re-
covery of the AN response. Reprocessing is associated in
model with rapid reuptake and reprocessing of transmit
This is active at all masker intensities. A second, slower
covery process is associated with the replenishment of tr
mitter lost from the synaptic region. The nature of this
plenishment is unknown. However, Griesingeret al. ~2002!
have identified reuptake at remote apical sites in inner
cells followed by transfer of transmitter material back to t
basolateral synaptic region. This longer route may be a c
didate for the slower replenishment process in the mode

The model was also successful in simulating t
forward-masking data of Relkin and Turner~1988! in that
3796 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005
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only modest threshold shifts were found for HSR fibers wh
a rate measure was used in a psychophysical threshold
surement paradigm. The model showed larger shifts w
LSR fibers and this was also consistent with the data. T
model results support the conclusion of Relkin and Tur
that a criterion for signal detection, based on single fiber A
spike counts, is unlikely to be a useful basis for explaini
psychophysical measurements of forward masking m
with human listeners.

A new method for target-detection was implemented a
evaluated. This was based on the concept of ne
simultaneous action potentials in a collection of AN fibe
converging on a single unit in the CN. This approach w
shown to be successful in reproducing the much lar
threshold shifts observed in psychophysical forward-mask
paradigms. There are two important differences between
approach and that adopted by Relkin and Turner. First,
new method uses a coincidence criterion, while Relkin a
Turner used a total spike count. Second, the new met
makes a separate decision for each interval, while Relkin
Turner’s method employs a single decision based on the
ference in the counts for the no-probe and probe interv
This latter distinction is important because the coinciden
detection approach permits ‘‘single trial’’~yes/no! decisions
when only one stimulus is presented. The spike co
method can only be used when a comparison between
stimuli is possible. For this reason, the coincidence-detec
approach promises to be more generally useful in fut
modeling applications that reach beyond 2AFC paradigm

The model gave useful results despite the crude imp
mentation of the coincidence-detection decision-mak
mechanism using the criterion of a minimum number
spikes in a single PSTH bin. The decision mechanism w
deliberately kept simple to demonstrate the basic principle
more realistic implementation might use a model neu
whose dendritic time constant would replace the fixed-wi
PSTH bin. In practice, threshold decisions are likely to
volve a number of coincidence detectors and the detec
will be subject to excitatory and inhibitory influences fro
other active units in the auditory brain stem. For these r
sons, this study has stopped short of a full investigation us
R. Meddis and L. P. O’Mard: Computer model of forward masking
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a CN neural model. This is a possible line of investigati
for a future project.

HSR model fibers showed more rapid recovery th
those based on LSR fibers. This is consistent with the dat
Relkin and Doucet~1991!, who found that LSR fibers take
longer to recover from adaptation than HSR. This nonint
tive observation occurs in the model despite the fact that
recovery and replenishment time parameters~x andy! are the
same irrespective of fiber type. This can be explained w
reference to Eq.~1!. Replenishment takes place at a ra
specified by the functiony@M -qt#; it is a function basedboth
on y and on M -qt . This describes a situation where th
presynaptic store has onlyM places that a transmitter vesic
can occupy. If all but one are occupied~i.e., M -qt51), the
rate of replenishment will bey. However, if many places ar
vacant ~i.e., M -qt.1), the rate of replenishment will b
greater. The available transmitter pool is normally almost
for LSR fibers because the rate of release is low. On the o
hand, the transmitter pool for HSR fibers typically conta
many vacant places because of the high rate of release.
effective rate of recovery is therefore greater for HSR fib
than LSR fibers. The only parametric difference betwe
HSR and LSR fibers in the model involves the rate of c
cium influx at the synapse. The many differences among
ber types in functions such as rate level, thresholds, ada
tion, and recovery from adaptation are all emerg
properties arising from this one difference.

The success of the model in demonstrating forw
masking on the same scale as psychophysiological obse
tions should not be taken to imply that the response o
single cell at the level of the auditory nerve and the cochl
nucleus is a sufficient explanation of their results. Suc
radical conclusion is not justified. We already know that
ferent inhibitory mechanisms influence the cochlear nucl
response to forward masking stimuli~Shore, 1998! and the
rich inhibitory networks of the brainstem and cortex are a
likely to influence the full picture. Similarly, confusion an
temporal uncertainty~e.g., Moore and Glasberg, 1982; Ne
1985! can influence psychophysical forward masking in
way that suggests there is more to forward masking than
depression of AN responding. Forward masking can also
observed in cochlear implant patients where IHC physiolo
may not be relevant~Lim et al., 1989; Shannon, 1983!. Nev-
ertheless, the results of the modeling study do indicate
adaptation and recovery from adaptation in the audit
nerve are capable of playing a substantial role in this proc

This becomes clear when a coincidence-detection
proach is applied as an additional stage to the decis
making process. Coincidence detection is an almost unav
able processing stage given what we know about
anatomy and physiology of the auditory system. It also c
fers the important benefit of a mechanism that distinguis
between spontaneous~uncorrelated! and driven AN activity.
HSR fibers have low thresholds and are likely to be m
commonly involved in decisions near absolute thresho
However, their lower thresholds are normally associated w
considerable amounts of spontaneous activity. The prob
of distinguishing between a stimulus-related spike and r
dom activity is critical in this context. Coincidence detecti
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 6, June 2005 R. M
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is a simple way of achieving this goal while maintainin
detection thresholds close to rate threshold. It is possible
the mechanisms necessary to distinguish between spon
ous and driven AN activity are responsible for the subop
mal performance reported by Relkin and Turner when tes
using psychophysical forward-masking paradigms.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

~1! A model of the auditory periphery has been shown to
capable of simulating the data of Harris and Dallos co
cerning recovery from adaptation in AN fibers.

~2! The same model was able to replicate the observatio
Relkin and Turner~1988! that threshold shifts following
stimulation in AN fibers were smaller than those seen
psychophysical studies of forward masking.

~3! Large threshold shifts consistent with those found in p
chophysics were observed when the detection mec
nism was changed to one that was insensitive to spo
neous activity and based on near-simultaneous activit
parallel AN fibers.

~4! When HSR and LSR fiber types were combined, t
thresholds as a function of gap and masker level m
closely approximated human psychophysical forwa
masking data.
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1The use of the same term has the potential to create confusion. Neve
less, the practice has become so widespread that the term ‘‘forward m
ing’’ will be used here in both physiological and psychophysical contex
The use of the term is intended to be purely descriptive of the parad
employed and no implication concerning mechanism is intended.

2Owing to a proofreading error, Table I~Sumneret al., 2002! gives s1
~displacement sensitivity! as 5E27, when it should be 5E29.
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